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On Nov. 1, 1999, Sandia National Laboratories celebrates its 50th birthday.

Although Sandia has its roots in the World War II-era Manhattan Project, Sandia began

operating as a separate nuclear weapons engineering laboratory under the management

of A T&T on Nov. 1, 1949. Today the lab employs more than 7,000people at its two sites

in Albuquerque and Livermore, Call~, and has research and development missions in
I

national security, energy and environmental technologies, and U.S. economic

competitiveness. Lockheed Martin Corporation operates Sandia for the US. Department

of Energy.

***

Few Albuquerque residents have a chance to see what’s inside Sandia National

Laboratories, which is protected by fences and security police and the boundaries of

Kirtland Air Force Base. But they might be surprised to learn that much of the scientific

research carried out behind Sandia’s fences in the last 50 years has become part of their

everyday lives,

Inside the steering wheel of most modern cars, for example, are airbags that have

saved countless lives in automobile accidents. The airbags are triggered by a tiny switch

that detects acceleration, or in the case of an auto accident, deceleration. If your car slams

to a stop, the “rolamite switch’ triggers the airbag in fractions of a second, keeping you

from hitting the windshield.

The original rolamite switch was invented in the 1960s by Sandia scientist Don

Wilkes. It originally served as an extremely reliable inertial sensor that made U.S. nuclear

weapons safer. Today new and improved rolamites are found in most 1990s-made U.S.

automobiles.

A little piece of Sandia’s history also is present in the tens if not hundreds of

electronic devices you use everyday — from clock radios to computers. In 1962 Sandia

scientist Willis Whitfield unveiled away of removing the millions of tiny particles of
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switch. Since the drive cument field is changing little on
the opening time scale, the opening time of a
conventional POS is sensitive to small changes in plasma
fill density and initial conditions. This can cause jitter to
be introduced by a conventional switch. Because the
vacuum opening switch is the final stage of pulse
corn~ress~oq some applications will be intolerant of any
jitte@dd@ by~@ePOS.

Tlie st5Mar&POS is Aid by iqjecting plasma flum
~’e~ternal.p~~~ source into the anodecathode gap of a
Wetictiy my.dated transmission line. Figure 1 shows
w.h%mati@ly&15mplified plasma opening switch.“--.!Q;j ..z-?.’i~ :Ty:~
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Figure 1. A simplified conventional plasma opening
switch.

The plasma short-circuits the transmission line,
allowing magnetic energy to accumulate in the storage
inductance upstream of the plasma opening switch. When
the POS opens, the stored magnetic energy is tmmfemd
to the load. There are two effects that cause the initially
closed POS to opem ~ there is a magnetic pressure
Corn the storage inductor current pushing on the plasma
(which has no tensile or shear strength) secon~ the~ is
ion depletion from the plasma due to voltage across a
sheath. At typical plasma densities and magnetic fields,
ion erosion is a relatively, small effect. Unless field
penetration is severe (see below), it is the axial fbme from
the storage inductor cunent that causes opening in a
conventional POS. The switch opens, rather than simply
translating a slug of plas~ laygely because the plasma
mass density is non-tionn acmss the gap. To a lesser
exteng there is plasma shearing due to the variation of
magnetic field with radius in the coaxial transmission
lines typically used. Because the opening mechanism
(storage inductor current) is applied continuously while
the switch is close~ it is solely plasma inertia that keeps
the conventional switch closed. This means that keeping
a switch closed for longer times requinx higher plasma
mass. For a given conventional POS “geome~ and drive
curnmg one would expect the opening time to be (at least)
proportional to the cimduction time.

While the plasma is conducting curren~ it is possible
for the drive current magnetic field to penetrate into the
plasma. This is one problem with conventional switches
in which the opening current is the same as the (relatively
slow) drive current The penetration mechanism is
replacement of plasma electrons with flux-canying
electrons emitted iiom the cathode conductor. Because
these electrons essentially drift in the E x B directioq
this is often called Hall penetmtion [3,. 4]. Figure 2
shows schematically the penetration of magnetic field into
the plasma.
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Figure 2. Magnetic field penetration into a plasma by
replacement of plasma electrons with electrons emitted
from the cathode.

Since the elWrons in the iqjected plasma have zero
canonical angular momentum, magnetic field cannot
penetmte into that region unless the electrons are pushed
away (bulk plasma translation) or replaced. The
electrons emitted from the cathode can have non-zero
canonical angular momentum because of momentum
transffi to the catho& conductor. Magnetic field
penetmtes the plasma at the rate plasma electrons am
replaced. Since both plasma electrons and cathode
electrons cany tune@ the penetration rate varies with
time. The rate at which original plasma electrons leave
the plasma determines the penetration velocity. The
velocity of “replacement(penetration) is

I
v P.

=

2z~ nte. g
(1)

Here IF is the current in plasma electrons only, r is the

average switch mlius, n= is the plasma electron density,

e is the electron charge: and gis the mechanical gap in
the switch region. Initially, plasma electrons carry the
entire generator current. & the plasma electrons am
replacec~ cathode electrons carry more current and the
penetration slows.

Assuming that the penetration rate is proportional to
the number of plasma electrons remaining, one can
derive nn expression for the position of the magnetic
field penetration fbnh

1- . .-l

(2)

(3)

x is the distance into the plasma region into which field
has penetm~ l~t~is the generator curreng and xois the

initial axial length of the plasma. QP is the total ion

charge in the plasm%”which is also the charge in plasma
electrons before any are replaced. The plasma ion charge
changes (though usually not dramatically) as ions leave
the plasma. This approximation assumes the plasma
mass distribution is unchanging. Compared to particle-
in-cell simulation dam this simple model somewhat
over-predicts the replacement rate.
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For a coaxial switch of 10 cm radk, 5 cm gap, and III. THE COMMAND-TRIGGERED PLASMA
axial switch length of 15 c% and a doubly-ionized plasma OPENING SWITCH ,.

1
at 1021ions/m3, the penetration time constant T== is

Q,
1.5 p.s at 1 MA drive current. Thus in such an experiment
with 500 ns or Iongerj drive time, there is considemble
plasma mass left behind the magnetic piston. The voltage
in the switch region cannot rise appreciably until the
charge density in the gap decreases to much below the
initial density. These ions can only be removed by
acceleration across an electric sheati at the expense of
more energy than sweeping them in a magnetic snowplow.
Increasing the plasma ion number density reduces field
penetration but raises the mass that must be moved fbr
opening. A viable approach to improving opening switch
performance would be to reduce the opening field rise time
so that penetration is unimportant for reasonable plasma
densities.

Another important vacuum opening switch pammeter is
the amount the switch opens. The fraction of the anode-
cathode gap cleared of plasma determine5 the efficiency of
the POS. One way to infier the effective gap cleared of
‘plasma is to measure voltage and elecfron flow
downstream of the POS and compute the consistent
vacuum impedance. This technique is a flow impedance
[5, til calculation. The flow impedance of a section of
magnetically insulated transmission line is

v

“=JZ% (4)

whm Zf is the flow impedance, V is the volt&ge, Imis

the anode current upstream of the section and” Isis the

cathode current downstream of the section.
Flow impedance considers axial electron flow, which is

important in magnetically insulated systems. For this
reaso~ flow impedance may be used as a measme of
opening switch petiormance, instead of other commonly
used parameters such as voltage or resistance. For
efficiency, the eff~tive impedance of the opening switch
must be higher than the load impedance, so it is the load
and not the opening switch that determines voltage.
Another common technique is modeliig the POS as a
radial resistor. This is not generally useful because the
calculated resistance varies dramatically with both load
impedance and current monitor Iocatio% due to axial
cummt in vacuum-flowing electrons.

A desirable opening switch for an inductive energy store
system is one that opens quickly compared to the output
pulse wid~ and opens I% enough to allow efficient
energy transfer to the load. Further, since the POS is the
final stage of pulse compression% a system that allows
temporal synchronization of the output pulse is also
desimble. The wmmand-triggered plasma opening switch
described below is designed to improve pdormance as
well as introduce the ability to actively trigger its
opening.

The Magnetically Controlled Plasma Opening Switch
(MCPOS) relies on the t%ct that at typical plasma
densities and magnetic fields, it is magnetic pressure that
causes a POS to open. The MCPOS [7] uses an
additional magnetic field created by diverting storage
inductor current into a helical coil assembly located in
the switch regio~ when so diverted this coil is in series
with the storage inductor cathode. The inductance of
this coil is small compared to the storage inductance, but
raises the magnetic field by a fictor of 3 in the switch
region. This gives nearly an order of magnitude higher
magnetic field pressure on the plasm% which inmeases
the amount the switch opens. This additional field is
zem until the helical field coil is ene- and then
ideally rises much fb.ster than the storage inductor
currenL The extension of those experiments is to drive
the f%t coil with an external pulser.

Figure 3 shows the concept of the command-triggered
plasma opening switch. h applied magnetic field (with
a peak axial field component 30-60 pement of the peak
drive current field) guides plasma into the transmission
line anode-cathode gap. This applied field is supplied in
a millisecond time scale, which requinM a few kilovolts.
This field also holds the plasma in place, countering the
impulse from the drive current pressure.

While the plasma conducts the driver curmn~ electron
replacement field penetration occurs to Some exteng
however, the plasma density will be chosen such that the
voltage drop will be less than a few kilovolts befo~ the
switch opens.
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Figure 3. The triggered opening ‘switch concept.
Plasma is held in place by an applied magnetic field.
The closed condition is shown.

Application of the tri~er pulse energizes the
azimuthal windings (the %st coil’). This azimuthal
current causes a force on the plasma surface. This trigger
field has a rise time 5-10 times fhster than the storage
inductor current. Whereas the storage inductor current
might have penetrated substantially into the plasma, the
trigger field penetration is negligible because of its
relatively fhst rise time. This separation of conduction
and opening is the central part of this work.

Opening a POS by this method would be effective, yet
it will be seen below that the trigger energy depends
strongly on the amount the switch is opened. A high-
performance system is one in which the POS opens
relatively far and fast For this reaso~ this system uses
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a stage of amplification. The fast coil drive power is less
than the load poweq &ii system has power gain.
Therefore, the tri~er power crm be reduced with an
additional stage. The system described he~ is one in
which the triggered switch diverts storage inductor current
into the fhst coil of a second plasma opening switch. The
gain of this system AUS the nqired trigger power
significantly.

IV. CALCULATIONS

A set of calculations shows the approximate energy
required to trigger the switch. Because of the fast rise
time of the trigger fiel~ we will ignore field penetration.

The first requirement is that the magnetic field pressme
be adequate to push the plasma. A pressure-balance
calculation shows that the magnetic field must be

B 2 vdti~z. (5) “

Here B is the magnetic field at the plasma surfhce, v,~~

is the magnetic piston velocity, PO is the permeability of

space, no and mi am the plasma number density and ion

mass, respectively. Note that the plasma density required
stems ilom allowing replacement of half or less of the
plasma electrons; the penetration time constant should be
at least twice the conduction time. For a sheath velocity
consistent with 2 cm in 50 ns, the magnetic field must be
about 0.5T.

Secon~ the tri~er pulser must supply the energy to
move the plasma and fill the volume with magnetic field.
With a constant magnetic field BO,the energy to increase

the field volume is . .
2

E=#-Vol, (6)
/%

with
+Sq<l (7)

Vol is the plasma volume. The fktor q depends upon
the final energy distribution between kinetic and magnetic
energy; for a fast-moving system q will be closer to 1.
Using a constant 0.5T from Eq. 5 and the 16 liter plasma
volume, the maximum energ is 3.2 kJ. This is also an
upper bound on energy required because the entire plasma
volume will not be displac~ and the field density is not
constant over the volume. To judge the value of an
additional stage, we can use Eq. 6 to compute the energy
needed for the main switch. The main switch must open
fhrther and f-q using an amplifier stage allows
triggering with 3.2 kJ instead of the 14 k.1required by the
main switch.

Wltb this estimate of the driver requirements, the
system design could begin. The fist field coil could ke
designed with a magnetostatic model becapse of negligible
field penetration. A planar coil with 28 vanes in paralle~
each making a quarter-turn gives a vacuum inductance of
32 nH. The coil is constant-pitch w’th vanes everywhm
having the same angle from radial. With plasma pushed
completely out of the gap, achieving 0.5 T at the anode
requires 430 kA in this coil. The inductance under thk
condition is 26 nH. The field energy at 430 kA is 2.4 kJ
with plasma presen~ with no plasma the energy is 3.0 k.1.

V. TRIGGER DESIGN

The trigger pulser supplies the current that energizes
the fast field coil. The resulting magnetic field applies a
radial force to the plasma, which causes opening. As
shown before, the energy required is a few kilojoules in
50 m. This is approximately 0.06 TW. Present
technolog makes this readily available. Since this is a
basic experime@ the puker design allowed for more
than the minimum energy. The pulser uses available
components Iiom other experiments. A 24-stage, 100
kV M’arx generator charges 2 pamllel 7.5 nF’ water
capacitom. A megavolt gas switch transfers this energy
into 4 parallel 7.8f2 water pulse-forming lines. The
pubforming lines use self-closing water switches. W
output of these pulse forming lines feeds through a
graded vacuum interi%e into the fast coil. This puker
can supply more than 800 kA within 50 IIS into the 32
nH fast coil and has over 20 kJ available.

VI. MECHANICAL DESIGN

Figure 4 shows the layout of the triggered POS. The
storage inductor is 17S2coaxial vacuum line (not shown)
on the lefi side of the figure. The load is an electron-
beam diode (also not shown) to the right of the figme.
Typical load impedance ranges from 6-1242. The storage
inductor is 250 nH and the peak current is 800-900 kA. “
The goal is to energize the main (second) POS f~ coil
in 10-20m.
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F~@ 4. Cross-sectional view of the ampliikd-trigger
Pos.

VII. SIMULATIONS

Particle-in-Cell simulations of the canmand-triggenxi
POS have been run using the 2*D code TwoQuick [8].
Anew model was added to TwoQuick that uses a tensor
conductivity layer in the plane of the fast coil to properly
account for the coil’s current in 2D. These simulations
(whose geometry, initial plasma, and slow B field am
shown in Figure 5) include the double-sided f?ast coil
feed as in the experimen~ and use an electron diode load



in place of the fast coil of the main switch. To calculate
the simulations on a pmctical time scale, and to avoid
problems due to numerical heatin~ the simulations ae
run on a timescale about one order of magnitude fhster
than the experiment. ScrJng is done using equation 5
which says that opening rate is proportional to the square
root of mass density and inversely proportional to
magnetic field. The plasma mass densi ~ is about two
orders of magnitude lower with 1.0 C/m , 1 AMU ions
(the experiment will use 32 C/m3 and average atomic mass
of 9). The drive current is 0.5 MA, which is about half
that of the experiment The cell size in the plasma region
is 0.5 mm and is chosen as a compromise between
minimizhg numerical heating and maintaining niasonable
simulation cost
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Figure 5. The simulation geometry. The fast field coil is
shown and on either side of the tlist coil am radial vanes
(thin lines) that return the l%stcoil cmmnt. The applied
field flux lines are show as is the plasma fill.

Figure 6 shows the upstream anode cunen$ the
downstream ano& and cathode currents, and the fast coil
(trigger) current Iiom the simulation. For this sirnulatio%
the driver voltage is a step wave with one nanosecond
nsetime. The slow field is 0.2 T at the cathode surfkce.
For compariso~ the peak azimuthal magnetic field due to
N.owge inductor murent at this location is 0.3T. The
trigger sigaal to the tit coil has a short-circuit cunent of
0.25 MA. It begins to rise at 1.0 ns afler the simulation
begins, but does not math appreciable curnmt until about
15 ns. This time is only a factor of three fhsterthan the
experiment. The data shown in Figure 6 give a flow
impedance that reaches well above 3 .0!i2. This is quite
good considering the 4.0S2 vacuum impedance
downstream of the switch.
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Figure 6. Simulation currents.

To test for contributions to opening from non-
physical (numerical) effects, the fast coil drive was
delayed to 10 ns, i.e. 9 ns later than above. Nothing else
was changed. The delayed fast coil tri~er signal
resuhed in a delayed switch opening (measured by flow
impedance), but the rate of rise and the level of opening
remained the same. If numerical heating of the plasma
were an important contributor to the simulation resulk
significant dil&rences would be expected in this
comparison.

For efficiency and cost reasons it is desimble to
minimize the trigger current supplied to the fast coil. To
understand the effect of varying this curren~ simulations
wem peI%ormedat thee trigger current levels: 125 Ic&
250 Ic& and 500 kA (25%, 50Y0, and 100% of drive
c~t). In each case the slow field was adjusted in
proportion to the trigger current. In each simulation the
flow impedance reaches about 3.5 Q, however the 125
kA case takes significantly longer to open. The 500 kA
case opens slightly I%ter than the 250 lcA case, but not
enough &ster to be worth the cost. It is liiely that a
cunent lower than 250 kA would suflice, but 125 lcA
appears to be too low.

We can scale the anrdytic prediction of required trigger
cunent from Section III to compare it to the simulation
prediction of the required trigger level. In the fidl
experimental conditions considered in Section IIL the
mass density is 32 times higher, and the timescale is 3
times longer. The full current should thus be 1.9 times
larger than the simulation trigger current (250 I@, or
475 kA. The basic analytic calculation was 430 kA for
the fidl system.

The simulations can readily show the relative power
needed to trigger the switch and the power delivered out
of the switch. Figure 7 shows the power delivered flom
the trigger pulser (for 250 kA trigger current) and the
power delivered out of the trigger switch.
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Figure 7. Simulation trigger power rmd power out of the
trigger POS. This is from a simulation with 250 kA
trigger ikst coil current.
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As discussed earlier, flow impedance is an important
metric of switch pdormance. To demonstrate this, the
250 kA trigger cument case was repeat@ varying the gap
of the load diode, The gaps chosen for the three
simulations performed cmespond to 1.45G4 2.67!2, and
4.00Kt load impedance, respectively. Figure 8 shows the
flow impedance for these three cases. The 1.45!2 load
impedance data m noisy because the denominator
involve a small difference between two large signals.
Clearly, the figure shows that the switch flow impedance
is independent of the load impedance. In contrast to the
flow:impedance, the switch impedance is seen to change
drasdcally with load impedance. Clearly flow impedance
is a better metric for a POS and supports the theoretical
mediction that the switch flow imuedance should be
‘dependent of l&d impedance. -
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Figure 8. POS flow impedarm (upper &une) and
calculated resistance (lower flame) for three different load
impedance values. The calculated resistance depends on
load impedance, whereas flow impedance essentially does
not Note the different vertical scales.

Vm. suMMARY

Physical considemtions and computer modeling show
that a cmnmand-triggered plasma opening switch is
practical. This switch has advantages in its separation of
conduction and opening. The independent trigger has a
rise time fhst enough to avoid detrimental field penetration
due to election ~placement. Because each stage of this
system has power gairL using a POS as an amplifier
reduces the required trigger power. With this
amplification the required trigger energy will be a few kJ
for a 100 kJ system.

The expected performance of the trigger stage would
rapidlyswitch all the storage inductor current into the
main switch &at co~ providing the needed large and tht-
timg magnetic pressure for rapid opening of that switch.

The simulations indicate that the balance in radial
position and in magnetic field slrengths between the kt

. .

and slow coils is important for obtaining high open flow
impedance. The switclL when properly designe~ appears
to have excellent open flow impedance and opening
speed. Simulation data show dmrnatically that the
critical parameter of such a switch is the flow impedance,
which is found to be independent of load impedance,
whereas the switch resistance varies greatly &pending
upon the load. We have cordidence in the experiment
based on physical considerations and simulation results.
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